Polymer Clay Olaf

Materials needed
A smooth working surface
wax or butcher paper
polymer clay like Fimo or Sculpey - white, black, orange (optional color: brown)
small dark, and dry twigs
glue
plastic (non-sharp) clay sculpting tools (you can use craft sticks, toothpicks, plastic cutlery, …etc.
Get creative!

Instructions
1. Make 4 white balls of clay by rolling the clay in a circular motion on a flat, clean surface. When finished
you should have the approximate sphere sizes: 1.) One 1" ball , 2.) One 3/4" ball, 3.) Two 1/2" balls.
Put them
together as shown to make the body and legs. Look also at the Olaf reference image above to
help guide
you.
2. Next, make an "ovalish"-shaped head that is roughly the size of the two parts of the body you just built. Take
care not to make the head too big, or you may have trouble balancing the character and getting him to stand
when complete. Now's the fun part. try molding and shaping the head shape to look like the pictured image.
Sculpt a smile by giving Olaf a bit of an overbite, extending his top lip outward and add a small trapezoidal piece
of clay for the teeth to rest back under the lip as pictured. pinch and build on the cheeks as necessary, always
referring back to the Olaf character image reference above for accuracy.
3. Now make Olaf's carrot nose using the orange clay. Taper the point to appear like the character reference image
above. Roll a small ball of clay for the eyes and cut it in half to make to half-spheres and rest them touching
each other just above the nose. Then using any clean tool handy, push an implement into the eyes to make
round holes that set deep into the back of the head as shown. Stick the small twigs into the sides of the top part
of the body for the arms and stick 3 small twigs atop his head for hair.
4. Roll some black clay and fill the eye holes with it to make the pupils. Make 3 more small buttons and place them
on his belly as shown.
5. If you bought the optional brown clay, use it to make small eyebrows to match the Olaf character reference art in
the image above. If you didn't, just use black clay. You can also roll a super thin black "string" out of the clay
and put it above the eye as shown to add more depth to Olaf's eyes.
6. Take the twigs out carefully before baking and place them back in with a small amount of glue.

Tips
Wash your hands between colors as the remnant color will stick to your fingers and stain the color you want to work on
next.
If you decide to bake your final result, verify on your packaging whether or not your choice of clay may be put in the oven,
and if so follow the directions exactly as all brands vary.
Make sure you balance your snowman so he stands before baking him. You may want to cut straight across a thin layer
of clay at the bottom of his feet so he can stand square to the ground.
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